**IT’S OFFICIAL**

Tech to play for national championship

By Christian Mundy

Concerns about the Bowl Championship Series (BCS) were put to rest Sunday when Virginia Tech’s football team was invited to the Sugar Bowl to play for the national championship. January 4 in New Orleans’ Superdome.

Tech finished second in the BCS standings, ending several anxious weeks spent following the vagaries of the computer-based ranking system.

Coach Frank Beamer received the invitation during an automatically televised selection program Sunday. Beamer and his team gathered at the Jamerson Athletic Center to watch and participate in the program. Team members all wore matching shirts bearing the number 12, signifying the drive to win the 11th game this season.

Beamer characterized the extraordinary season after the final game against Boston College, saying: “The great thing is that we were all in it together—the students, the fans. It’s a great feeling because we’ve done it as a group. We’ve got it rolling and it’s not the last time we plan on doing this.”

During the season the team’s goal was to get the next win, regardless of the opponent. As each goal was achieved, the team found its way further in the championship. Virginia Tech had won 11 games. Only twice did the team finish without a loss, going 7-1 in 1918 and 8-0-1 in 1944.

And not since the Big East began as a football conference in 1991 has one team swept the all-post-season awards. This year was a first, as Beamer was named Coach of the Year. Cory Moore earned honors as Defensive Player of the Year.

For the second straight year, and Michael Vick was also named Offensive Player of the Year and Rookie of the year. Shayne Graham earned the Special Teams Player of the Year. Moore also won the Mike Fox-Bronco Nagurski Award as the nation’s top defensive player.

Vick was surprised Sunday evening to learn he has been invited to the Heisman Trophy Award presentation Saturday. He is the first freshman to ever be invited to the presentation. Vick was also runner-up to Wisconsin’s Ron Dayne as the Associated Press College Football

(See BCS on 4)

---

**SPECTRUM**

**CHRE ranked number one in grad degrees**

By Byean Elliott

The Hokies’ football team is not the only one garnering top rankings these days. The College of Human Resources and Education (CHRE) at Virginia Tech was recently ranked number one in the nation in the number of theses and dissertations completed in family and consumer sciences in colleges and universities throughout the United States.

Published in the December issue of the Family and Consumer Sciences Research Journal, the article summarized the 734 titles published in 1998. Forty-four colleges and universities representing 29 states reported titles in 1998. A total of 75 theses (35) and dissertations (40), were completed by Virginia Tech students.

This positions us as a major graduate institution in the fields included in human resources,” said CHRE Dean Janet Johnson.

“A total of 75 theses (35) and dissertations (40), were completed by Virginia Tech students, five more than its closest competitor, Cornell. Tech ranked number one in dissertations (again five more than Cornell), and tied for second in the number of theses with Colorado State reporting 14, and Cornell and Utah State also completing 35.

Virginia Tech led the way in the following subject categories: clothing and apparel design, consumer resource management, and family relations.

---

**Prince says cinema violence escalating**

By Sally Harris

Back in 1967, a couple named Bonnie and Clyde died slow-motion, bullet-riddled, body-jerking deaths in a film scene that scandalized society. Today, when Stephen Prince shows the scene to his film-studies classes, many students laugh.

“The reason is that, between the time of productions such as Arthur Penn’s Bonnie and Clyde and Sam Peckinpah’s The Wild Bunch and today’s movies such as The Basketball Diaries and Natural Born Killers, a whole different cinema environment has evolved,” Prince said. At the time that Penn and Peckinpah decided that movies needed to show what death really looked like, it was a legitimate issue, Prince said. Before that, death in movies was so sanitary that no blood oozed, no limbs blew off gory axes across the camera lens, and no whistling agony made audiences cringe. The death usually came from one shot—bang!—with barely a bullet hole showing, and with a character’s dramatic leap backward to a seemingly pointless death in the dust.

But the second example wasn’t a movie. It took place at Columbine High School in Littleton, Colorado, this year. Two boys, steeped in graphic fantasy movies, including The Basketball Diaries, according to Prince, killed 13 people and themselves in a seemingly motiveless, senseless few minutes of mayhem.

“Is there a connection between the violence in movies and violence in real life? Prince believes there is. Are there solutions to the concerns posed by violent movies? There are some. But Prince is doubtful the most logical remedy will occur.

Prince is a professor of communication studies who has written numerous books about cinema, including two about media violence: Savage Cinema and Screening Violence. In Screening Violence, Prince takes the position that the kind of violence found in films today desensitizes people and contributes to the level of fascination with bloodshed. "Social science shows that, for a small number of viewers, these films do help instigate aggressive thoughts, ideas, and behaviors," Prince said.

The question of violence in film has been around since the 30s. Prince said. The difference in today’s movie violence is the way the filmmakers use media tools to "pump it up and make it attractive and make violence go on and on, where in older films, it was over in a second."

Society once had rules against including close-ups of guns, for example. In contrast, The Basketball Diaries showed the fire coming out of a gun.

(See VIOLENCE on 4)

---

**Tech-FSU Rivalry Has Long History**

By John Ashby

While some pigskin pundits have suggested that Virginia Tech does not belong on the same field with Florida State, Coach Frank Beamer has been on the same field with the Seminoles. The last such encounter was in 1988.

Beamer has senior captain playing in the defensive backfield on November 2. Tech went to Tallahassee as an underdog to 18th-ranked Florida State. But, in what was described as "the at time as one of the greatest performances ever by a Tech quarterback," and his colleagues stifled the Seminoles offense while scoring 40 points of their own. The team finished at 7-3 in the regular season that year and played Archie Manning and Ole Miss in the Liberty Bowl.

Tech trivia experts may remember other players from that team: quarterback Al Kankakid, fullback Ken Edwards, tailback Terry Smith, rushing back George Smoot. (See RIVALRY on 4)

---

**Departments get Cunningham Fellowship funds**

By Susan Trulove

For many years, Virginia Tech’s most prestigious graduate student fellowship program has been the Cunningham Fellowship fund. The program was established in 1957. The winning departments are: biological systems engineering, two; civil engineering, two; chemistry, four; chemical engineering, two; forestry, two; geology, three; human nutrition, foods, and exercise sciences, two; industrial systems engineering, two; mathematics, four; and mechanical engineering, four.

For example, in 2000-01, the winning departments were: biological systems engineering, two; civil engineering, two; chemistry, four; chemical engineering, two; forestry, two; geology, three; human nutrition, foods, and exercise sciences, two; industrial systems engineering, two; mathematics, four; and mechanical engineering, four.

Virginia Tech students who have been awarded these scholarships continue to be successful in the academic world. For example, in 2000-01, the Cunningham Scholarship recipients received more than $5,000 in awards.

While the method of identifying Cunningham Scholars is changing, the commitment to fund outstanding scholars and the prestige accorded to the students who receive these awards remains the same. Students who receive the scholarships are required to have successfully completed at least one year of graduate study at Virginia Tech and maintain a grade point average of at least 3.5 on a 4.0 scale.

(See Cunningham on 4)
Events

Wednesday, 22
Men’s Basketball, time TBA, Puerto Rico: Auburn.
“With Good Reason,” 7 p.m., WVTF: “What a Meal.”

Thursday, 23
University Cairns at Noon.
Men’s Basketball, Puerto Rico: Time and opponent TBA.

Friday, 24
Christmas Holiday for Faculty and Staff.

Tuesday, 28
Men’s Basketball, 7 p.m., Cassell Coliseum: WVU.

Wednesday, 29
Salary and Wage Payday.
“With Good Reason,” 7 p.m., WVTF: “Unaccompanied Minor.”

Women’s Basketball, 7:30 p.m., Cassell Coliseum: Hamp- ton: Hokie Hardwood Classic.

Thursday, 30

Friday, 31
State Offices Closed.

January

Sunday, 2
Women’s Basketball, 2 p.m., at Radford.

Bulleted

Most classes meet weekdays through March 10, with a short break February 19-21. Each class has a tuition fee. Classes with low enrollment will be canceled. Late registrations are accepted with the student paying weekly tuition plus a service charge.

For more information, contact Judith Snoke at 1-6963 or e-mail her at elsnews@vt.edu. Application forms for I-1 student visas can be obtained by contacting Snoke or by visiting the institute’s homepage at http://www.eli.vt.edu.

Holiday meals offered at Donaldson Brown

Two special holiday meals will be offered at the Donaldson Brown Hotel and Conference Center in the coming days. On Sunday, Dec. 12, a brunch from 11 a.m.-1 p.m. will be offered for $17.95 or $16.95 for senior citizens. Reservations are required and can be made by calling 1-5622 or sending an e-mail to lisaes@vt.edu.

A holiday buffet will be held on Tuesday, Dec. 21, from 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. The cost is $8.25 per person. Reservations are recommended for this meal, as well.

CVC deadline extended

The Commonwealth of Virginia Campaign deadline has been extended to December 15. To receive a new pledge card or have a question answered, contact Gloria Smith at gsmith@vt.edu or 1-7810.

Eli offering classes

The English Language Institute, a unit of the Division of Continuing Education, will offer a full schedule of English language classes beginning January 18, for international students, scholars, and members of the community. Classes will include pronunciation, conversation and culture, composition and grammar, vocabulary, reading and writing, and preparation for the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL). Classes cover all levels of proficiency.

Placement and registration will be held Monday, Jan. 17, beginning at 9 a.m. at 620 N. Main St., Room 205 in Blacksburg. New fall-term students should bring their passport, I-20 form, and health-insurance card.

Seminars

Monday, 13
CSSE, 4 p.m., 232 Smyth: Meriem Elhadj.

Wednesday, 15
Water Science, noon, 106 Searcy: Jim Pease.

CAUS, Habitat for Humanity to dedicate new home Sunday

By Sandy Broughton

The College of Architecture and Urban Studies (CAUS) and New River Valley Habitat for Humanity will dedicate their latest completed project Sunday, Dec. 12, at 2 p.m. at the home site on 1705 Shelor Lane in Blacksburg. President Paul Torgersen, Terri Fitzwater-Palmore, executive director of the New River Valley Habitat for Humanity affiliate, and Paul Knox, dean of the College of Architecture and Urban Studies, will be among the dignitaries sharing in the dedication of the new home with its new inhabitants and the volunteers who helped make it possible.

For many low-income Americans, affordable, quality housing is unattainable. Habitat for Humanity’s goal is to provide affordable housing and a boost from the College of Architecture and Urban Studies when Tech architecture students designed and began building a Habitat house in the fall of 1998. The dedication of the successfully completed house brings to fruition an agreement signed in the spring of 1998 by the New River Valley Habitat for Humanity and the college. The Habitat project was made possible by a gift from alumnus William Dutton during the Campaign for Virginia Tech. The gift was designated to encourage ethics in the architecture profession. With Dutton’s gift to initiate the project, the college raised additional funds for a total of $35,000 for the materials and construction of a three-bedroom house. Student volunteers provided the design and labor.

Other colleges and universities provide opportunities for students to participate in Habi- tan for Humanity construction. But providing more than donated volunteer labor is unique, as is relying the experience to coursework. “For the college to actually fund materials and construc- tion is unusual,” says Jack Davis, a Tech Architecture professor who also sits on the Board of Directors for the New River Valley Habitat for Humanity affiliate and directs all of the group’s projects in the area.

The 1,100-square-foot, three-bedroom, split-level house will be occupied by a single mother and her three children. “I can’t thank the students, the college, and Habitat enough,” said the new owner. “All I can do is work out here with them, showing my appreciation.”

The partnership with Habitat for Humanity embodies the three guiding principles Knox emphasizes as essential to the CAUS program of study for all students: creativity in design and problem solving, environmental sensitivity, and social responsibility within a civil society.

The project also serves the community outreach functions inherent in the land-grant university. “This shows a real commitment from the university to the surrounding community,” Fitzwater-Palmore said.

The Virginia Tech chapter of Habitat for Humanity was founded in 1987, and Tech students have been involved in many of the projects.

“Students learn the process of going from design ideas to actual construction, and the processes of construction management on a small residential scale. Perhaps most importantly, they learn about the obligations, values, and methods of professional outreach in service to society,” Davis said.

This is the first time that a Habitat house has been built as part of a curriculum. The Habitat project was undertaken in conjunction with two courses, taught by Davis and fellow Architecture Professor Mike O’Brien. “Toxics in Design Methods,” taught during the 1998 fall semester, focused on the design and documentation of a single-family home that meets the criteria of the New River Valley Habitat for Humanity affiliate. Five student teams produced a comprehensive set of construction documents, three-dimensional models, computer-aided design models, project-management profile for construction administration, and comprehensive cost estimates.

The spring semester course, “Design and Construction of a Habitat for Humanity Home,” involved design implementation, construction administration, and hands-on construction. Don Flick, a graduate teaching assistant in the Department of Architecture, supervised the construction and managed the volunteers. With a background in professional residential construction, Flick was both manager and teacher for the on-site work on the home. Faculty advisor for the group is Architecture Professor Marie Paget.

The college’s house is not the only Habitat project involving Tech students. The student chapter is also building two other Habitat homes locally.
The following classified positions are currently available. More details of these positions, specific application procedures and position-closing dates may be found on the Portal web site at http://www.ps.vt.edu. Available positions are also listed on the Job Line, a 24-hour recorded-message service: Office/Clerical: 1-4196; Technical/Research: 1-4150; Special Trades: 1-6178; Professional and Managerial: 1-4649. Information Technology: 1-2333. Some of the following positions include state benefits. Positions with numbers beginning with a "W" are hourly and do not include state benefits. Individuals with disabilities desiring assistance or accommodation in the application process should call by the application deadline.

Closing date for advertised positions is 1 p.m. Monday. An EEO/AA employer committed to diversity.

Full Time

Applications Analyst, 1372D, Distributed Information System, 1-8643.
Applications Analyst, 67390, Distributed Information System, 1-8749.
Boiler Operator, 840D, Grade 6, Power Plant.
Chemical Safety Trainer (Health Ed. Sr), 7491T, Grade 10, Environmental Health & Safety.
Computer Operations Technician Senior, 1055, Grade 6, Test Soring.
Development Associate for Student Calling Program, 1459C, Grade 8, University Development.
Director of Accounting Systems, Grade 14, Virginia Tech Foundation, February 18.
Electrical Supervisor (B&G Supervisor A), 3247F, Grade 4, Residential/Dining Programs.
Electronic Technician Senior, 7526P, Grade 10, Physical Plant.
Electronic Technician Sr, 7516A, Grade 10, Center for Transportation Research.
Field Technician Assistant, 7593O, Grade 6, CNS.
Fiscal Assistant, 7414S, Grade 5, Center for Transportation Research.
Food Operations Director, 1-8804, Grade 6, Food Operations Programs/Owns Food Court.
Housekeeping Lead Worker/Carpent, Week 6733C, Grade 2, Physical Plant.
Housekeeping Worker, 1220B, Grade 1, Residential/Dining Programs.
Housekeeping Worker, 7261Q, Grade 1, Residential/Dining Programs.
Housekeeping Worker, 6870S, Grade 1, Physical Plant/ Housekeeping.
Housekeeping Worker, 6845S, Grade 3, Physical Plant.
Housekeeping Worker Senior, 2745C, Grade 3, Residential/Dining Programs.
Human Resource Generalist, 1073T, Grade 12, Personnel Services.
Laboratory Specialist, 7997T, Grade 8, Biology.
Laboratory Technician, 7519T, Grade 4, Chemistry.
Office Services Specialist, 2461P, Grade 5, Accounting.
Office Services Specialist, 1495C, Grade 5, Personnel Services.
Office Services Specialist, 3508J, Grade 5, Chemical Engineering.
Program Support Technician, 3247M, Grade 6, Biological Systems Engineering.
Program Support Technician, 1534J, Grade 6, Graduate School.
Program Support Technician, 6699S, Grade 6, University Library.
Programmer, 7329W, Grade 10, Agricultural Economics.
Programmer Analyst, 7070S, Grade 12, University Library.
Research Specialist Senior, 7535M, Grade 9, Horticulture.
Senior Development Associate of Annuity Gift, 6695D, Grade 10, University Development.
Student Activities Building Manager, 1870T, Grade 7, University Union/Student Activities.
Part Time

Animal Care Tech B, W02254M, Grade 5, CVM.
Animal Care Technician A, W022155M, Grade 3, Veterinary Teaching Hospital.
Housekeeping Worker, W022490H, Grade 1, Residential/Dining Programs.
Housekeeping Worker, W0220574G, Grade 1, DBHCS.
Laboratory Technician, W022569T, Grade 4, Chemistry.
Library Assistant, W022944S, Grade 8, University Library.
Office Services Assistant, W022608M, Grade 4, Veterinary Teaching Hospital.
Office Services Ass. W022494C, Grade 5, Personnel Services.
Office Services Specialist, W022346S, Grade 5, Technical Services/University Library.
Office Services Specialist, W022943M, Grade 5, Fisheries/Wildlife Sciences.
Office Services Specialist, 6602C, Grade 5, CNS.
Program Support Technician, W022188B, Grade 6, ASHR11 Team.
Radiologic Technologist, W022298G, Grade 9, Health Center.
Web Designer, W022280D, Grade 8, CNS.
University Only
Executive Secretary, 6764D, Grade 6, University Relations.
Program Support Technician, UN13942C, Grade 4, Residential/Dining Programs.
Off Campus
Evening Announcer, 1962D, Grade 8, WVT. Office Services Assistant, 6606J. Grade 4, CNN.
Program Support Technician, 5035M, Grade 6, Virginia Cooperative Extension.

The Registrar’s Office has seen fit to mandate new rules for class scheduling. Without any consideration whatsoever to the competitive implications, we are now forced to tell Monday-Wednesday-Friday classes and Monday-Wednesday classes before 2:30 p.m. cannot be scheduled.

This new rule will have serious implications for our department and probably others. Our peer universities follow a two-day-a-week policy. Thus, the first effect is that we will be unable to recruit assistant professors. This is always a major point of concern when we recruit and we have always been able to give them assurances of a two-day-a-week schedule. The second effect is that faculty members will leave. (This always means that good faculty members leave since they are the ones with opportunities.) The third effect is that we will assign more doctoral students to teach courses. The fourth effect is that we will use more teaching assistants to cover Friday classes or at least one of three days for us. The fifth effect is that we will teach more night classes. The overall effect is a lower quality of education.

The two-day-a-week classes also make the teaching more difficult. I would find it virtually impossible to give an exam that could be completed in 50 minutes. Two-day-a-week classes are far more efficient for the faculty and students. Less prep time and less start-up time in class. If the entire university went to two-day-a-week classes, including such combinations as M-Th, W-F, etc., things would greatly improve overall.

Is this a way to address the problem of Thursday night drinking? In the meantime, I am dusting off my resume.

Don M. Chance, Finance
(Editors’ note: According to Ron Daniel, associate provost for undergraduate programs, the 2000 date change, the pay date schedule for December 31 has been changed to Dec. 29, 1999.)

The Tech researchers highlighted on WVTF

(Editors’ note: The list of faculty researchers to be highlighted through January 30 was published October 29. In addition to the list of researchers to be recognized through May 28, Spectrum is re-printing some of the background information to re-familiarize its readers with the program.)

By Susan Trulove
Fifty Virginia Tech researchers are being highlighted on WVTF radio in a series of announcements which began November 1. This is the third year of a public-recognition program sponsored by Research and Graduate Studies.
Each faculty member receives week-long recognition for his or her outstanding research. There are 14 20-word announcements. Individuals are nominated by their department heads. The list is then voted on by university and alumni distinguished professors and Len Peters, vice provost for research and dean of the Graduate School.

Scholarship as well as applied research will be recognized. “Listeners should be able to relate that the scholarship has made a difference in our world,” Peters said. “We also want to recognize researchers who have made a significant contribution to their field of study.”

The spots begin with the words: “Support is provided by Research and Graduate Studies.” Each faculty member receives week-long recognition for their research.

February 20: History Professor Young- tung Wong for his work in the field of modern Chinese history.
February 27: University Distinguished Professor Alan Nafayeh who is developing dynamic control of loading and unloading operations between naval ships not tied up at dock.
March 5: Engineering Professor Kenneth L. Redfender for creating a new approach to designing safe and reliable devices used by many state and national high-technology industries.
March 12 or March 19: Philosophy Professor Joseph C. Pitt for his work in the history and philosophy of science and technology.
March 26: Biology Professor Asim Ens, who is studying myxins which enable plants to defend themselves against insects and other pests.
April 2: Plant pathology Professor Erik Strohmeier for developing disease-resistant corn lines, facilitating corn production in Virginia and the mid-Atlantic United States.
April 9: Center for Genotropies director Professor Karen Roberson’s research on osteoporosis is helping older women cope with this chronic disease.
April 16: Physics Professor Leo Pilowski for his work in explaining matter.

(Due to demands for developng techniques to quantify, predict, and interpret failures in adhesive bonds used in the transportation and manufacturing industries.)
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The year 2000 is nearly here. Virginia Tech has devoted a tremendous amount of effort to make the university’s mission-critical centralized systems Y2K-compliant. The university’s facilities, telecommunications and supply-chain partners are also compliant. Due to the effort of numerous individuals campus wide, it is felt the 2000 date change will be uneventful compared to the early predictions for Y2K-related problems that have been widely publicized.

Despite the optimism, the date change requires that Virginia Tech take contingency precautions on Dec. 31, 1999 through Jan. 1, 2000. Centralized information systems will be monitored and tested to ensure they have not been affected by the rollover. The Virginia Tech Physical Plant will have individuals ready to respond to any emergencies that may arise. Additionally, a university coordination center will be established at the Virginia Tech Police headquarters to coordinate the university’s Y2K efforts if required. The contingency operations will terminate early on Jan. 1, 2000, when it is determined that they are no longer needed.

Despite the university’s efforts, it is possible there will be minor inconveniences associated with the Year 2000. Due to the decentralized nature of the university’s computing resources, the possibility does exist that an individual’s personal computer or a college/department’s internal computer program may be affected. Personal computers and internal programs should be checked shortly after returning to work to ensure they are operating correctly. If system difficulties are identified contact your local system administrator or University Computer Support via the 4-Help services, which will be taking calls Monday, Jan. 3. Additional information can be found on the VA Tech Y2K web page http://www.vt.edu/Y2K/yt2k_2000.html.

The allotment of tickets given to Virginia Tech have been purchased and no more tickets are available through the university ticket office. Tickets for the game may be available through other sources such as packages offered by travel agencies. The Alumni Association, in conjunction with the Town of Blacksburg, has scheduled a pep rally for the football team Saturday at 5 p.m. on the Henderson lawn. This is the first time any Tech varsity team has participated in a national championship game, although men’s cross country finished fourth in the NCAA meet in 1987, and had a shot at the national title. In 1967, the golf team finished sixth in a tournament where the winner won the national title.

The following individuals are being recognized as achievers: John A. Williams, Jean B. Crenshaw, Louis Scott-Wilson, Jane Abraham, Joan McClain-Kark, Rosemary Bloesser, Mark Sanders, Jon Poole, Kerry Redick, Joan Boles, Greg Brown, Dan Dolan, John S. O’Neil and E. George Stern.

For full information regarding their accomplishments, refer to the on-line edition of this week’s Spectrum at http://www.university.vt.edu/spectrum.

The university takes contingency measures for Y2K